
FOR CHILDREN & TEENS AGES 5 - 17

2024
Summer Art Camp 

D R A W I N G .  W A T E R C O L O R .  C O L L A G E .  P A I N T I N G .  C L A Y .

I N S T I T U T ERegister online at www.naplesart.org 



$150/class
$300/week

Where imaginations come to life!
Collaborative, lively, and sometimes a little bit messy -- an ARTScool classroom is
a place where children's innate artistic curiosity is nurtured and guided by
experienced art instructors whose primary focus is fostering a child's artistic and
social growth.

WEEK 1 \ JUNE 3 - 7 

WEEK 2 \ JUNE 10 - 14 

Celestial Spaces
Scientific Artist
Artist’s Library
Birds of Paradise
ClaysCOOL
Hi Barbie!
Photoshop Fun
Dynamic Drawing
World-Famous Wonders
Flower Power
ClaysCOOL
I Heart You!
Photoshop Fun
Piñata Pizzazz!

INSTRUCTOR 

 
INSTRUCTOR 

AM/PM 

AM/PM 

AGE 

AGE 

Provenzano
Nelson
Walbert
TBD
Alexander
Melendez
Owen
Faber
Walbert
Melendez
Nelson
Otis
TBD
Owen

Otis
TBD
Walbert
Melendez
Nelson
Provenzano
Owen
Faber
TBD
Walbert
Nelson
Melendez
Owen
Dieter

9 am-12 pm
9 am-12 pm
9 am-12 pm
9 am-12 pm
9 am-12 pm
9 am-12 pm
9 am-12 pm
1-4 pm 
1-4 pm 
1-4 pm 
1-4 pm 
1-4 pm 
1-4 pm 
1-4 pm 

13-17
5-8
5-8
7-10
7-10
9-12
9-12
13-17
5-8
5-8
9-12
9-12
7-10
7-10

$25/Mon-Fri 
$5 Monday 
$5 Tuesday 
$5 Wednesday
$5 Thursday 
$5 Friday 

9am-12pm
9am-12pm
9am-12pm
9am-12pm
9am-12pm
9am-12pm
9am-12pm
1-4pm
1-4pm
1-4pm
1-4pm
1-4pm
1-4pm
1-4pm

 
COURSE

13-17
5-8
5-8
7-10
9-12
9-12
7-10
13-17
5-8
5-8
7-10
7-10
9-12
9-12

8-9am
8-9am
8-9am
8-9am
8-9am
8-9am

COURSE
Breakfast At Tiffany’s
ClaysCOOL
Color Explosion!
Printmaking
Nothing Is Impasto
Aroma On The Go
Photoshop Fun
Shape It Up
Art With Gadgets
A Bug’s Life
ClaysCOOL
Dashing Duds
A Passion For Pop
Photoshop Fun

8-9 am 
8-9 am 
8-9 am 
8-9 am 
8-9 am 
8-9 am 

$25/Mon-Fri 
$5 Monday 
$5 Tuesday 
$5 Wednesday 
$5 Thursday 
$5 Friday 

Early Morning Drop Off 
Early Morning Drop Off 
Early Morning Drop Off 
Early Morning Drop Off 
Early Morning Drop Off 
Early Morning Drop Off 

Early Morning Drop Off 
Early Morning Drop Off 
Early Morning Drop Off 
Early Morning Drop Off 
Early Morning Drop Off 
Early Morning Drop Off

Registration for each week will close at 4pm on the Sunday before classes
start. No same day enrollments will be accepted on Mondays for that week’s
classes. Registration for early morning drop off will remain open through each
week



Early Morning Drop Off
Early Morning Drop Off
Early Morning Drop Off
Early Morning Drop Off
Early Morning Drop Off
Early Morning Drop Off 

Early Morning Drop Off
Early Morning Drop Off
Early Morning Drop Off
Early Morning Drop Off
Early Morning Drop Off
Early Morning Drop Off 

 
Provenzano
Alexander
Meldendez
Nelson
TBD
Pesek
Faber
Roca
Nelson
Melendez
Otis
Dieter
TBD
Faber

 

Roca
TBD
Walbert
Melendez
Otis
Nelson
Faber
Nelson
TBD
Melendez
Otis
Walbert
Nesbit
Faber

9 am-12 pm
9 am-12 pm
9 am-12 pm
9 am-12 pm
9 am-12 pm
9 am-12 pm
9 am-12 pm
1-4 pm 
1-4 pm 
1-4 pm 
1-4 pm 
1-4 pm 
1-4 pm 
1-4 pm 

9am-12pm
9am-12pm
9am-12pm
9am-12pm
9am-12pm
9am-12pm
9am-12pm
1-4pm
1-4pm
1-4pm
1-4pm
1-4pm
1-4pm
1-4pm

13-17
5-8
5-8
7-10
7-10
9-12
9-12
13-17
5-8
5-8
9-12
9-12
7-10
7-10

13-17
5-8
5-8
9-12
9-12
7-10
7-10
13-17
5-8
5-8
7-10
7-10
9-12
9-12

 WEEK 3 \ JUNE 17 - 21 

WEEK 4 \ JUNE 24 - 28

Drawing Landscapes
Anything But A Brush
Portfolio Design
Fabulous Fibers
3D Design
ClaysCOOL
Photoshop Fun
ClaysCOOL
Out Of This World
DINO-Mite
Piggy Power!
Expressive Drawing
Art In Bloom
Digital Drawing

Jewelry Design
Seaside Scenes
Moonstruck
ClaysCOOL
Weaving Wonders
HeartFELT Creations
Digital Coloring
Amazing Acrylics
ClaysCOOL
Long Live The Queen Bee
Splatter, Sprinkle, Shoot!
Fun With Fibers
Cheeseburger In Paradise
Layering In Photoshop

AM/PM 

AM/PM 

AGE 

AGE COURSE INSTRUCTOR

COURSE INSTRUCTOR

$25/Mon-Fri 
$5 Monday 
$5 Tuesday 
$5 Wednesday 
$5 Thursday 
$5 Friday 

$25/Mon-Fri 
$5 Monday 
$5 Tuesday 
$5 Wednesday 
$5 Thursday 
$5 Friday 

8-9 am 
8-9 am 
8-9 am 
8-9 am 
8-9 am 
8-9 am 

8-9 am 
8-9 am 
8-9 am 
8-9 am 
8-9 am 
8-9 am 

$150/class
$300/week

Registration for each week will close at 4pm on the Sunday before classes
start. No same day enrollments will be accepted on Mondays for that week’s
classes. Registration for early morning drop off will remain open through each
week



Registration for each week will close at 4pm on the Sunday before classes
start. No same day enrollments will be accepted on Mondays for that week’s
classes. Registration for early morning drop off will remain open through each
week

WEEK 6 \ JULY 15 - 19
Royal Jubilee
Willy Wonka’s Chocolate Factory
ClaysCOOL
3D Mural
Wearable Art
Heroes & Villains
Photoshop Fun
Nature Inspired Acrylics
The Remarkable Rainforest
Vitamin Sea
Galaxy Quest
Heads Up!
ClaysCOOL
Photoshop Fun

Paint Like The Masters
Fairy Tale Endings
Plastic Wrap Painting
Comics torytelling
ClaysCOOL
Photshop Fun
Art Around The World

AM/PM AGE 

Tesmer
Melendez
Otis
Faber
Nelson
Owen
Wilson

1-4 pm
1-4 pm
1-4 pm  
1-4 pm
1-4 pm
1-4 pm
1-4 pm 

9 am-12 pm
9 am-12 pm
9 am-12 pm
9 am-12 pm
9 am-12 pm
9 am-12 pm
9 am-12 pm
1-4 pm 
1-4 pm
1-4 pm 
1-4 pm 
1-4 pm 
1-4 pm 
1-4 pm 

13-17
5-8
5-8
7-10
7-10
9-12
9-12
13-17
5-8
5-8
9-12
9-12
7-10
7-10

13-17
5-8
5-8
7-10
9-12
9-12
7-10

Early Morning Drop Off 
Early Morning Drop Off 
Early Morning Drop Off 
Early Morning Drop Off 
Early Morning Drop Off 
Early Morning Drop Off 

$25/Mon-Fri 
$5 Monday 
$5 Tuesday 
$5 Wednesday
$5 Thursday 
$5 Friday 

INSTRUCTOR COURSE
Provenzano
Melendez
Nelson
Roca
Otis
Faber
Owen
Tesmer
Wilson
Melendez
Otis
Faber
Nelson
Owen

Early Morning Drop Off 
Early Morning Drop Off 
Early Morning Drop Off 
Early Morning Drop Off 
Early Morning Drop Off 
Early Morning Drop Off

$25/Mon-Fri 
$5 Monday 
$5 Tuesday 
$5 Wednesday
$5 Thursday 
$5 Friday 

8-9 am 
8-9 am 
8-9 am 
8-9 am 
8-9 am 
8-9 am 

$150/class
$300/week

9 am-12 pm
9 am-12 pm
9 am-12 pm
9 am-12 pm
9 am-12 pm
9 am-12 pm
9 am-12 pm 

13-17
5-8
5-8
7-10
9-12
9-12
7-10

WEEK 5 \ JULY 8 - 12
ClaysCOOL
Winter Wonderland
Lions, Tigers & Bears, Oh My!
Perfectly Patterned
African Safari Style
Monsters, Aliens & Robots
Photoshop Fun

AM/PM AGE COURSE INSTRUCTOR
Nelson
Melendez
Roca
Otis
Provenzano
Faber
Owen

8-9 am 
8-9 am 
8-9 am 
8-9 am 
8-9 am 
8-9 am 



Registration for each week will close at 4pm on the Sunday before classes
start. No same day enrollments will be accepted on Mondays for that week’s
classes. Registration for early morning drop off will remain open through each
week

WEEK 7 \ JULY 22 - 26 
AM/PM AGE 
9 am-12 pm
9 am-12 pm
9 am-12 pm
9 am-12 pm
9 am-12 pm
9 am-12 pm
9 am-12 pm
1-4 pm 
1-4 pm
1-4 pm 
1-4 pm 
1-4 pm 
1-4 pm 
1-4 pm 

13-17
5-8
5-8
7-10
7-10
9-12
9-12
13-17
5-8
5-8
7-10
9-12
9-12
7-10

INSTRUCTOR COURSE
Quilling Creations
MEOWWWW!
Safari Adventure
Pick & Peel Paint
Upcycled Creations
ClaysCOOL
Photshop Fun
Watercolor Still Lifes
Future Explorers
Rumble In The Jungle
ClaysCOOL
Words In Pictures
Nature By Design
Photoshop Fun

Pesek
Melendez
Walbert
Otis
Roca
Nelson
Owen/Faber
Tesmer
Wilson
Melendez
Nelson
Otis
Roca
Owen/Faber

Early Morning Drop Off 
Early Morning Drop Off 
Early Morning Drop Off 
Early Morning Drop Off 
Early Morning Drop Off 
Early Morning Drop Off

$25/Mon-Fri 
$5 Monday 
$5 Tuesday 
$5 Wednesday
$5 Thursday 
$5 Friday 

8-9 am 
8-9 am 
8-9 am 
8-9 am 
8-9 am 
8-9 am 

$150/class
$300/week

WEEK 8 \ JULY 29 - AUG 2
AM/PM AGE 
9 am-12 pm
9 am-12 pm
9 am-12 pm
9 am-12 pm
9 am-12 pm
9 am-12 pm
9 am-12 pm
1-4 pm 
1-4 pm 
1-4 pm 
1-4 pm 
1-4 pm 
1-4 pm 
1-4 pm

13-17
5-8
5-8
7-10
7-10
9-12
9-12
13-17
5-8
5-8
9-12
9-12
7-10
7-10

INSTRUCTOR COURSE
Optical Illusion Artwork
ClaysCOOL
Storybook Art
Big Pop
Pictographs
Jewelry Design
Digital Design
Pen & Ink With Watercolor
I Dream Of Jewelry
What Magically Appears!
ClaysCOOL
Cubist Montage
Digital Coloring
Mythical Monsters

Roca
Nelson
Walbert
Melendez
Otis
Provenzano
Faber
Tesmer
Melendez
Otis
Nelson
Roca
Faber
Wilson

Early Morning Drop Off 
Early Morning Drop Off 
Early Morning Drop Off 
Early Morning Drop Off 
Early Morning Drop Off 
Early Morning Drop Off

$25/Mon-Fri 
$5 Monday 
$5 Tuesday 
$5 Wednesday
$5 Thursday 
$5 Friday 

8-9 am 
8-9 am 
8-9 am 
8-9 am 
8-9 am 
8-9 am 



AROMA ON THE GO

AMAZING ACRYLICS

A BUG’S LIFE ART IN BLOOM

ANYTHING BUT A BRUSH

AFRICAN SAFARI STYLE

A PASSION FOR POP

ARTIST’S LIBRARY

CELESTIAL SPACES

ART WITH GADGETS

BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY’S

CHEESEBURGER IN PARADISE

BIG POP

BIRDS OF PARADISE

COMICS STORYTELLING

COLOR EXPLOSION!

CUBIST MONTAGE

CLAYSCOOL

DASHING DUDS

TBD

Chelsea Provenzano

Sebastian Melendez

Sara TBD

Sebastian Melendez

Ana Roca

Gina Nesbit

Sebastian Melendez

Kim Walbert

Sebastian Melendez

Kim Walbert

Chelsea Provenzano

TBD

Christine Otis

Christine Otis

Rich Faber

Ana Roca

Kim Walbert

Tickly, prickly, creepy, crawly, and cute, bugs
come in all shapes and sizes. We’ll create
unique, colorful, mixed media art inspired by
them. Let’s get busy buzzing!

Learn about textiles, illustrate a fashion
collection, construct a fashion mood/inspiration
board, make a textile printed swimsuit cover up,
canvas tote, and beaded necklace. 

Achieve unique looks in painted artwork without
using a brush! Students will learn a new way of
making fun, mixed media art that may get a little
messy.

Embark on a whimsical journey into the
enchanting world of botanicals & bugs! Unleash
your creativity through a blend of sculpture,
watercolor, and pen techniques. From crafting
intricate bug & plant sculptures to capturing the
vibrant beauty of plants in watercolor, this class
promises hands-on exploration of nature’s
wonders. Young artists will bring the garden to
life!

Explore color mixing, color values, composing
the space, texture and brush strokes to create
amazing paintings.

We’ll craft different bracelets and necklaces
in in a variety of fun colors & styles and even
make braided essential oil bracelets that will
carry a unique scent everywhere you go. Let
the Aromatherapy begin! 

Explore the many artists of the exciting Pop Art
movement. Learn what inspired their styles and
create unique art based off their most famous
pieces. 

Using Pollock's painting techniques, we’ll
splatter, drop & drip our creations of the cosmos,
with a strong emphasis on negative space. Taking
a look at the latest NASA images, students will
design their own view of planets, deep space,
and flying debris. 

Pop Art artists will be highlighted in this
dynamic and fun class. We’ll learn about the
style of this art movement and create artwork
inspired by the artists who made society look at
the world in a different light. 

This class combines stories about famous artists
with art projects. Picasso, Kandinsky, Monet,
Warhol, and more will be used as inspiration for
painting, drawing and printmaking projects. 

Celebrate the life of Jimmy Buffet through
artwork. Our fun & colorful artwork will be
inspired by a tropical Florida vacation full of sun,
sand, and the beautiful blue ocean. Experiment and discover the art you can create

with unusual gadgets and art making tools
including bubble wrap, salad spinners, LEGOS,
and even a broom. Students will also have a
chance to make a fun & unique art making robot.

Egrets, hummingbirds, peacocks, and blue jays
are a few of the different bird species we’ll
learn about in this class. And we’ll even make a
very special red cardinal. Mixed media
artworks will have students soaring high above
the clouds. 

Learn about actress & fashion icon Audrey
Hepburn, and her collaboration with iconic
designer brands, Coco Chanel and Tiffany & Co.
Illustrate a fashion collection, construct a fashion
mood/inspiration board, learn how to hand sew
applique, customize a little black dress, and
make a silver beaded bracelet.

It's all about color in this class! Explore the world
of color with cool color wheels, 3 dimensional
color sculptures, and lots & lots of painting.

Create a short comics story, learning how to use
panel layout, borders, and word balloons to tell
a visual story featuring your unique idea.
Students will have the freedom to create stories
in their genre of choice, whether featuring
superheroes, funny animals, monsters, aliens &
more.

Let’s make cubist inspired paintings by upcycling
items. You’ll be amazed how different materials
come together to create unique and colorful
works of art. 

Inspired by a wide variety of colors & styles,
sew pieces of fabric to create crazy designs for
a wild & wearable piece of art. 

ARTScool 2024 Descriptions

Karen Nelson
This class explores the never-ending possibilities
of what you can hand build with clay. You will
use slabs, coils, slumping, pinching, extruding,
and many other techniques to create fun and
functional pottery. New projects every week!

ART AROUND THE WORLD
Sam Wilson
Students will enjoy the exciting and enriching
experience that celebrates the global mosaic of
human expression. Join us as we embark on a
creative journey around the globe, painting
Japanese cherry blossoms, sculpting African
masks, and creating Aboriginal dot painting art.
Don’t forget your artistic passport, as we visit a
new creative destination each day!



FAIRY TALE ENDINGS

FABULOUS FIBERS

FLOWER POWER

EXPRESSIVE DRAWING

DRAWING LANDSCAPES

DYNAMIC DRAWING

DINO-MITE

DIGITAL DRAWING

HI BARBIE!

HEARTFELT CREATIONS

I DREAM OF JEWELRY 

GALAXY QUEST

FUN WITH FIBERS

HEARTFELT CREATIONS

JEWELRY DESIGN

LAYERING IN PHOTOSHOP

Rich Faber

Sebastian Melendez

Ana Roca

Kim Walbert

Rich Faber

Kim Walbert

Sebastian Melendez

Sebastian Melendez

Marjorie Pesek

Chelsea Provenzano

Sebastian Melendez

Sabrina Dieter

Christine Otis

Marjorie Pesek

Rich Faber

Chelsea Provenzano

Lear how to “push the pose.” We will be
exploring how to get the most interesting angles
and poses of figures to create drawings that are
dramatic and exciting. 

Trek back to the time when dinosaurs ruled the
Earth. Use your creativity and imagination to craft
mixed media creatures with scales & tails, and
horns & spikes.

Learn perspective drawing with a focus on
landscapes, both rural and urban, as we
incorporate natural elements & shapes into our
artwork. 

Kings, princesses, and magical dragons will be
joining us on our artwork adventure. We’ll create
mixed media artworks inspired by fairy tales such
as The Princess and the Pea, The Frog Prince,
Rapunzel, and The Little Mermaid. And they all
lived happily ever after!

Explore different fabrics & yarn, and be
inspired by their unique textures. We’ll use
the colorful material for beautiful mixed
media works of art. 

Using Photoshop, let’s learn to draw onscreen,
and apply each student’s drawing skills in the
digital realm. Students will be encouraged to
draw the subject matter that interests them most,
then enhance their drawings onscreen. *New
hardware and software

This class is full of flower power! The colors &
styles of nature will inspire our creations that
include paintings, giant flower sculptures, tissue
paper carnations, flowers printed in foil, and
painted flower pots filled with real flowers. 

Let’s explore the art of drawing & make our own
sketchbook. Creative techniques will be used to
train the eye with still life and portrait projects.
The senses of sight, touch, and sound will be
emphasized with our drawing projects. 

Cute animals, silly monsters and much more
come together using brightly colored felt and
simple stitching. Truly, no previous sewing skills
required!

Blast off to outer space as we capture our
incredible universe in artwork. Spaceships,
rockets, and galaxies full of moons & stars will be
some of the themed art students will make that
are absolutely out of this world! 

Experiment with soft & colorful fibers, as we
craft a variety of projects such as bracelets,
pom poms, tie dye, and more! Students’
creativity will explode as we wrap, twist, tie,
and weave unique pieces with this versatile
medium. The possibilities of what we can
make are endless & awesome! 

Celebrate Barbie and all things full of color!
Illustrate your own Barbie fashion collection,
construct a fashion mood/inspiration board, plus
make a graphic tee and accessories to match!  

Cute animals, silly monsters and much more
come together using brightly colored felt and
simple stitching. Truly, no previous sewing skills
required!

Rub the lamp and make a wish because we’ll be
making all different types of jewelry in this fun-
filled art class. Be inspired by the wide variety
of colors and styles to make friendship
bracelets, necklaces, and earrings.

Experiment with beautiful gemstones, metal
beads and crystals! Construct a mood/inspiration
board, learn new jewelry making skills &
techniques, and hand-make a collection of
necklaces, bracelets and earrings. 

Learn how to use layers to create and overlap
different images, achieving interesting
compositions & layouts. Using multiple images
of their own artwork, students will create
brand new compositions, cards, and other
unique designs. *New hardware and software

LIONS, TIGERS & BEARS OH
MY!

LONG LIVE THE QUEEN BEE

Ana Roca

Sebastian Melendez
Buzzzzzzz! This class will focus on the powerful
and resilient Queen bee. Whether with a 2-D
stamping painting or 3-D pollination activity,
students will not only learn their warm colors vs
cool colors, but why these industrious creatures
are so important to our environment. They’re
working 9 to hive!

Inspired by traditional African animal paintings,
students will create animals that represent
themselves. We’ll use vibrant colors, dots, lines,
abstract shapes, and paper collage to design
animals in their habitat.

MEOWWWW!
Sebastian Melendez
Learn about the secret life of cats and how these
feisty felines can be depicted in various types of
art works. We’ll explore the colorful & whimsical
artwork of Brazilian artist, Romero Britto, and be
inspired by his pieces to make our own mixed
media creations.

DIGITAL COLORING
Rich Faber
Working in Photoshop, we’ll use the program to
color any image, using both flat color & special
effects to create dazzling artworks. *New
hardware and software

FUTURE EXPLORERS
Sam Wilson
Don your space suit and gear up for a dynamic
and imaginative class that travels into the future.
Students will embark on a journey through time
and space, exploring futuristic concepts and
ideas through various artistic mediums. Students
will create their own space cities, design their
own flying cars, and make an alien!  

I HEART YOU!
Sebastian Meldendez
Learn about artists like Jim Dine and explore all
the different ways this iconic symbol of LOVE
will be created. We’ll use collaging,
watercolors, chalk, and even make window
heart suncatchers which will add color,
vibrancy, and of course love to any room!

MONSTERS, ALIENS & ROBOTS
Rich Faber
Learn how to design and color your own
creatures, whether they’re scary dwellers of our
own world, kooky characters from outer space,
mechanical menaces or gentle giants, creativity is
the key! Imagination will be our inspiration to
develop these original designs.



PEN & INK WITH WATERCOLOR

PICTOGRAPHS

PICK & PEEL PAINT

PHOTOSHOP FUN

PIGGY POWER!

PORTFOLIO DESIGN

PRINTMAKING

PLASTIC WRAP PAINTING

Vicky Tesmer

Melissa Owen/Rich Faber

Christine Otis

Kim Walbert

Christine Otis

Christine Otis

Christine Otis

TBD

Learn to paint with a flare for design by
combining drawing subject matter in pen & ink
with watercolor. The focus will be on
developing drawing and design skills to make
individual paintings along with a set of
illustrated, unique greeting cards.

Learn about ancient pictographs from different
cultures, using symbols such as bears and
dragonflies to create your own unique &
colorful designs. 

Learn & use different techniques and processes
to create colorful prints with a variety of
materials. See how we can add textures &
patterns to make our pieces truly unique. 

Create a stylish artist portfolio, then fill it with
unique masterpieces. There will be an emphasis
on the elements of art including line, shape,
color, texture, and value in our finished pieces.

Pick and peel paint circles to create unique
landscapes, animals, and people. These
designs are layered using dried paint circles
that can be 2D and 3D in design. 

Using plastic wrap and paint, see what you can
create! A horse running in a field, fish
swimming in the sea, birds flying high in the
sky. Your imagination has no limits. 

Learn the basics of Photoshop Elements or
hone your existing computer design skills while
creating & artistically enhancing photos, and
experimenting with editing techniques to
create amazing digital artworks. *New
hardware and software

Oink for the arts! This cute, pink porker will be
our inspiration as we used mixed media to
make a variety of pig projects such as a piggy
bank and soap. 

PERFECTLY PATTERNED
Christine Otis
Use images from magazines and monoprinting to
create beautiful patterns and artworks. We’ll also
explore shapes, colors, and textures to build
unique designs. QUILLING CREATIONS

Marjorie Pesek
Learn the ancient art form of rolling colorful
paper coils and arranging them in a variety of
patterns to create intricate & decorative 3D
artwork such as butterflies, hearts, flowers, and
even jewelry!

SEASIDE SCENES

ROYAL JUBILEE

SAFARI ADVENTURE

SCIENTIFIC ARTIST

RUMBLE IN THE JUNGLE

Chelsea Provenzano

Dina Alexander

Sebastian Melendez

Kim Walbert

Sara TBD
Let’s mash up art with science, technology,
engineering, and math to create fun & amazing
works of art. Get inspired by the colors,
patterns & shapes in each unique piece. 

Don your pith helmet and trek on safari in this
wild art class filled with 2 and 3 dimensional
lions, elephants, zebras, and giraffes, as well as
beautiful sunsets. Explore nature in all its glory
on the adventurous continent of Africa.

Adventure to the deep, dark jungle as we learn
about & create various types of animals. From the
tall to the small, to those that swing, run & roar,
we’ll craft and paint a unique & exotic
menagerie. 

Learn about royal fashion history, as well as
world-renowned millinery designers. Handcraft
your own millinery fascinators, and a chunky
charmed bracelet fit for a Queen. Illustrate a
fashion collection and construct a fashion
mood/inspiration board. 

Inspired by the beautiful beaches of Florida,
students will design coastal scapes using a
variety of materials & mixed media that will
create a variety of beachy effects from big waves
to sandy shores.

PIÑATA PIZZAZZ!
Sabrina Dieter
Swing into summer creating 3-D Mexican
themed art and have the opportunity to break
open the piñata on Friday, “fiesta day”!  
Unleash your creativity and immerse yourself in
the colorful world of Mexican artistry!

OPTICAL ILLUSION ARTWORK

OUT OF THIS WORLD

NOTHING IS IMPASTO

NATURE INSPIRED ACRYLICS

HEADS UP!

Ana Roca

Vicky Tesmer

Sara TBD

Dina Alexander

Rich Faber

Inspired by the great Impressionist painters,
learn how thick brushstrokes and other media
can add depth and texture to paintings, making it
appear as if the subject is coming off the surface. 

Learn exciting artwork techniques to trick the
eye into seeing drawings that seem to flicker,
move or pop off the paper. Using lines, shapes
& patterns, we’ll create incredible optical
illusions.

Get ready to blast off! Planets and galaxies full of
moons & stars will be some of the Milky Way
themed art we create in mixed media.

Landscapes, seascapes and botanicals will be
our focus, along with developing drawing skills
by studying shapes, styles & colors found in
nature.

This skill-building drawing class will focus on
creating convincing and correctly proportioned
features of the head & face from any angle.
These techniques can be applied to both
realistic faces and cartoon characters.

NATURE BY DESIGN
Ana Roca
Explore the shapes & patterns of nature that are
all around us. From pinecones to seashells to
butterflies, and even those found in the works of
great master artists, let’s create mixed media
artworks that capture these unique designs. 

MYTHICAL MONSTERS
Sam Wilson
Your legendary drawing abilities await! Students
will embark on a thrilling journey through
mythology, folklore, and fantasy. Whether
reimagining classic mythological creatures,
drawing their favorite Pokemon or inventing
entirely new creatures, we will explore the limits
of our imagination as we turn myth into reality
on paper. 

MOONSTRUCK
Sebastian Melendez
Is the moon really made out of cheese? Don’t ask
Mickey Mouse because you know what he’ll say.
We’ll create art inspired by the magical and
majestic moon that shines above each night.



PEN & INK WITH WATERCOLOR

PICTOGRAPHS

PICK & PEEL PAINT

PHOTOSHOP FUN

PIGGY POWER!

PORTFOLIO DESIGN

PRINTMAKING

PLASTIC WRAP PAINTING

Vicky Tesmer

Melissa Owen/Rich Faber

Christine Otis

Kim Walbert

Christine Otis

Christine Otis

Christine Otis

Sara TBD

Learn to paint with a flare for design by
combining drawing subject matter in pen & ink
with watercolor. The focus will be on
developing drawing and design skills to make
individual paintings along with a set of
illustrated, unique greeting cards.

Learn about ancient pictographs from different
cultures, using symbols such as bears and
dragonflies to create your own unique &
colorful designs. 

Learn & use different techniques and processes
to create colorful prints with a variety of
materials. See how we can add textures &
patterns to make our pieces truly unique. 

Create a stylish artist portfolio, then fill it with
unique masterpieces. There will be an emphasis
on the elements of art including line, shape,
color, texture, and value in our finished pieces.

Pick and peel paint circles to create unique
landscapes, animals, and people. These
designs are layered using dried paint circles
that can be 2D and 3D in design. 

Using plastic wrap and paint, see what you can
create! A horse running in a field, fish
swimming in the sea, birds flying high in the
sky. Your imagination has no limits. 

Learn the basics of Photoshop Elements or
hone your existing computer design skills while
creating & artistically enhancing photos, and
experimenting with editing techniques to
create amazing digital artworks. *New
hardware and software

Oink for the arts! This cute, pink porker will be
our inspiration as we used mixed media to
make a variety of pig projects such as a piggy
bank and soap. 

PERFECTLY PATTERNED
Christine Otis
Use images from magazines and monoprinting to
create beautiful patterns and artworks. We’ll also
explore shapes, colors, and textures to build
unique designs.

QUILLING CREATIONS
Marjorie Pesek
Learn the ancient art form of rolling colorful
paper coils and arranging them in a variety of
patterns to create intricate & decorative 3D
artwork such as butterflies, hearts, flowers, and
even jewelry!

ROYAL JUBILEE

SAFARI ADVENTURE

SCIENTIFIC ARTIST

RUMBLE IN THE JUNGLE

Chelsea Provenzano

Sebastian Melendez

Kim Walbert

Sara TBD
Let’s mash up art with science, technology,
engineering, and math to create fun & amazing
works of art. Get inspired by the colors,
patterns & shapes in each unique piece. 

Don your pith helmet and trek on safari in this
wild art class filled with 2 and 3 dimensional
lions, elephants, zebras, and giraffes, as well as
beautiful sunsets. Explore nature in all its glory
on the adventurous continent of Africa.

Adventure to the deep, dark jungle as we learn
about & create various types of animals. From the
tall to the small, to those that swing, run & roar,
we’ll craft and paint a unique & exotic
menagerie. 

Learn about royal fashion history, as well as
world-renowned millinery designers. Handcraft
your own millinery fascinators, and a chunky
charmed bracelet fit for a Queen. Illustrate a
fashion collection and construct a fashion
mood/inspiration board. 

PIÑATA PIZZAZZ!
Sabrina Dieter
Swing into summer creating 3-D Mexican
themed art and have the opportunity to break
open the piñata on Friday, “fiesta day”!  
Unleash your creativity and immerse yourself in
the colorful world of Mexican artistry!

OPTICAL ILLUSION ARTWORK

OUT OF THIS WORLD

NOTHING IS IMPASTO

NATURE INSPIRED ACRYLICS

HEADS UP!

Ana Roca

Vicky Tesmer

Sara TBD

Dina Alexander

Rich Faber

Inspired by the great Impressionist painters,
learn how thick brushstrokes and other media
can add depth and texture to paintings, making it
appear as if the subject is coming off the surface. 

Learn exciting artwork techniques to trick the
eye into seeing drawings that seem to flicker,
move or pop off the paper. Using lines, shapes
& patterns, we’ll create incredible optical
illusions.

Get ready to blast off! Planets and galaxies full of
moons & stars will be some of the Milky Way
themed art we create in mixed media.

Landscapes, seascapes and botanicals will be
our focus, along with developing drawing skills
by studying shapes, styles & colors found in
nature.

This skill-building drawing class will focus on
creating convincing and correctly proportioned
features of the head & face from any angle.
These techniques can be applied to both
realistic faces and cartoon characters.

NATURE BY DESIGN
Ana Roca
Explore the shapes & patterns of nature that are
all around us. From pinecones to seashells to
butterflies, and even those found in the works of
great master artists, let’s create mixed media
artworks that capture these unique designs. 

MYTHICAL MONSTERS
Sam Wilson
Your legendary drawing abilities await! Students
will embark on a thrilling journey through
mythology, folklore, and fantasy. Whether
reimagining classic mythological creatures,
drawing their favorite Pokemon or inventing
entirely new creatures, we will explore the limits
of our imagination as we turn myth into reality
on paper. 

MOONSTRUCK
Sebastian Melendez
Is the moon really made out of cheese? Don’t ask
Mickey Mouse because you know what he’ll say.
We’ll create art inspired by the magical and
majestic moon that shines above each night.

PAINT LIKE THE MASTERS
Vicky Tesmer
An introduction to the fundamentals of
painting in acrylics, with an emphasis on
composition, subject matter and color mixing. 



SPLATTER, SPRINKLE, SHOOT!
Christine Otis
Come enjoy a full artistic menu of soup,
sandwiches, seafood and delicious desserts.
Printmaking, collage, 3 dimensional sculpture,
recycled art, and drawing are all being offered to
the creative “diners.”  

STORYBOOK ART
Kim Walbert
Let fun stories inspire our art projects. Come
draw, paint, and create cool paper mache
projects inspired by Harold and the Purple
Crayon, Elmer, Don’t Let The Pigeon Drive the
Bus and more!

UPCYCLED CREATIONS
Ana Roca
Calling all clever and imaginative artists who are
ready to design & craft with mixed media! Let’s
get busy turning materials from the recycle bin
into fun creatures, musical instruments, and
much more. 

VITAMIN SEA
Sebastian Melendez
Get ready to splash into the ocean of beautiful
and colorful art pieces inspired by the salty sea.
We’ll learn about different species of animals
who make their home under the water, making
mixed media artworks that include upcycled
items.

WATERCOLOR STILL LIFES
Vicky Tesmer
Learn to paint flowers, fruit, shells, and more in
watercolor. Beginning with basic drawing, the
students develop the subject matter on
watercolor paper, followed by the adding of
color. 

WEARABLE ART
Christine Otis
Let’s design paper clothing to dazzle fashionistas
everywhere. We’ll be using shapes, stamps, and
drizzling paint to create unique & colorful
designs.    

WEAVING WONDERS
Sara TBD
Colorful & soft yarn, fun fabrics, and even paper
will be our medium and we weave our way into
making unique and creative artworks. 

WHAT MAGICALLY APPEARS!
Christine Otis
When you apply colorful & dreamy watercolor to
a crayon wax base, animals and other designs
will appear! As if by magic, we’ll create
unforgettable art.

WILLY WONKA’S CHOCOLATE FACTORY
Sebastian Melendez
Candies, cake pops, cookies, and ice cream! Our
works of art will look oh so yummy. We’ll learn
about famous artists like Wayne Thiebaud and
see his amazing, dessert themed paintings from
the 1950s and 1960s. These art projects will be
made with mixed media, but look good enough
to eat! 

WINTER WONDERLAND
Sebastian Melendez
Cool off as we celebrate Christmas in July,
making snowy, winter-based art projects. We’ll
learn about famous artist, Grandma Moses, and
explore her fun-filled art pieces. 

WORDS IN PICTURES
Christine Otis
This unique class experience will be a wild
exploration into two worlds: one written & one
visual. Combine text & a colorful drawing of an
animal or object to create a single image that can
be understood any way you view it. 

WORLD FAMOUS WONDERS
Sara TBD
Learn about famous artists and their
recognizable styles & artworks each day. We’ll
create unique & colorful pieces of work inspired
by artists such as Yayoi Kusama, Keith Haring,
Dali, Jeff Koons and more!

3D DESIGN
Christine Otis
Using different techniques and a variety of mixed
media materials, we’ll create unique & colorful
3D designs.

3D MURAL
Ana Roca

THE REMARKABLE RAINFOREST
Sam Wilson
Let’s explore the wet & wild world of the
rainforest through creative expression. Full of
colorful creatures, lush foliage, and exotic
landscapes, we’ll embark on an adventurous
journey as we design masks, create our favorite
forest dwellers, and make mixed media projects
inspired by this unique, biodiverse environment.

Let your imagination take you beyond flat paper!
You’ll have a blast getting messy and using mixed
media & found objects to create murals and
sculptures.

SEASIDE SCENES
Dina Alexander
Inspired by the beautiful beaches of Florida,
students will design coastal scapes using a
variety of materials & mixed media that will
create a variety of beachy effects from big waves
to sandy shores.



• Tuition is $150 for 5-day class (supplies included).
• Each class runs 3 hours per day for 5 days at 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. or 
1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
• Registration closes at 4:00 p.m. the Sunday before that
week’s classes begin.
•No same day enrollments will be accepted on Mondays for
that week’s classes. Registration for early morning drop off
will remain open through each week.
• Students should bring a drink and snack for the mid-class break.
• Students enrolled all day (AM & PM classes) must bring a bagged lunch
from home. Refrigerator space is not available, so please pack accordingly.
• Early morning drop-off between 8:00 and 9:00 a.m. is available for $5 per
day. Please pre-register online. No aftercare is provided, so prompt 
pick up at the end of class is required.
• Students not being dropped off early must be accompanied to their class 
room and signed in on the roster by a parent or guardian.
• All students must be signed out on the classroom roster at the end of
class. 

PLEASE DOUBLE-CHECK THE CALENDAR AND DETERMINE
YOUR CHILD’S INTEREST IN SPECIFIC CLASSES BEFORE
REGISTERING FOR ARTSCOOL. 

PLEASE NOTE THE FOLLOWING ARTSCOOL EDUCATION POLICIES

• Due to class scheduling, purchasing of supplies, and our contract with the
instructors, the DEADLINE for a REFUND to withdraw or TRANSFER is at
1:00p.m. on the Wednesday before the class begins. (Five days prior to 
the start of class).
• All transfers and cancellations will incur a $20 fee.
• Once a class has begun, a registered student may NOT transfer to another 
class.
• There are no make-up classes due to student illness, travel, or other
reasons that are not the responsibility of Naples Art Institute. While we
sympathize with your situation, we have contractual obligations to our
instructors that must be met, regardless of whether a registered student
attends class or not. We are unable to prorate tuition for missed classes.
• Classes not meeting the minimum enrollment numbers will be cancelled
five days prior to their start. Please do not wait to sign up for a class. Your
child’s registration may be the one that determines whether a class will
run or be cancelled. Our contract with instructors requires us to give them 
an accurate head count five days prior to the start of class.
• Naples Art Institute reserves the right to dismiss any student, without
refund, who is disruptive in class, disrespectful to other students, staff, or
instructors, or exhibits aggressive and/or violent behavior.

 Naples Art Institute education department works hard to schedule each
class, monitor headcount, and coordinate instructors. When you
register your child for a spot in one of our programs, you are reserving
a space and committing to join us for that week and time.

SUMMER 
ART CAMP
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